High-School Programs
13 TO 18
YEARS OLD

FROM
A2 LEVEL

FRANCE

homestay

FROM
1 TO 11
MONTHS

accommodation

Students will live the experience of a life-time!
SILC gives the opportunity to study in a French secondary
school while sharing the everyday life of a volunteer
host family and interact with French mates and make
international new friends.
Students will discover the French way of life and its culture.
They will also improve language and overall skills, thanks to
the French educational system, one of the most successful
in the world, and in certain fields, it remains a world leader.
Students may also choose different options or extras to give
more dimension to the program and depending on their
objectives have an easier approach to the program.

PARIS ORIENTATION TOUR UPON ARRIVAL
Culture introduction, excursions,
French workshop*

Practical information

•
- Accommodation: full board in a host family during week-ends and
vacations. Lunch at school canteen during school days.
- High-school placement: public school according to host family
placement.
- Location: student can be placed anywhere in France depending on level
of french and availability.

- Deadline: from to 2 to 4 months before the beginning of the programme,
according to duration of the programme and availability.
- Transfers: included if students respect fixed dates and conditions by SILC*.

SILC can take into consideration specific requirements such as practicing leisure or sports activities,
also special diets and other specifications.
We do our best to make the high-school program possible to everyone! *

*Conditions apply
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3 OPTIONS

SILC gives the choice between 3 options :
> Classic: including host-family and the high-school placements.
> Care-Free: including all SILC assistance for all student’s needs.
> Silc Plus: including placement in Paris area or in Provence or in a major city of France or in private school.
SERVICES

CLASSIC

SILC PLUS

Train tickets for arrival and returns transfers*

-

-

Lunch at school canteen

-

-

Local bus pass

-

-

Liability and medical daily insurance

-

-

Express mail for Visa

-

-

School books

-

-

Placement in Paris are or in Province or in a major city of France
or in private high school

-

CARE-FREE

Placement and accommodation in a host family
High-school placement and registration
Official documents for Visa procedures
Orientation tour and follow-up by a local representative


SILC supervision 24/7
SILC emergency insurance for repatriation or hospitalization
Arrival transfer assistance at fixed dates by SILC*

•

-

Extras

SILC gives opportunity to students to optimize their experience and to implement all chances to reach success.
• Class choice: choose the appropriate class or academic track in
function of students academics objectives*.
• Baccalaureate exam: Give a chance to officially graduate in France
with best option to prepare university in France*.

•A
 postilled results: get official results and make sure students won’t
loose their academic year.
• S tart & Try: Start with a short experience and take final decision later.
Start the program without commitment.

*Conditions apply
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